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Exploring the expressive structure of the human form from an artist's point of view, this study

describes the relationship of muscles and their effect on surrounding forms. The author

demonstrates how to portray the anatomical details of the human figure in action and at rest.
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Burne Hogarth is the best there is, the grand master of drawing and creating with lines the human

body, the shading, the planes, how it really looks, and why you are not seeing it right. Even if you

don't read the book (and you are losing half it's value if you don't), the drawings alone are worth

studying. You begin to truly see the human body in a new and powerful way.

I like this book but I don't love it. My biggest complaint is the lack of reference numbers for the

drawings that are related to the text. Often times I feel the photos show what they're talking about,

but with out reference callouts I can't determine which drawings relates to the text. I love the

drawings and the fact they are in color.

This is a very good reference book for learning to draw the human figure in action. I am a

commercial artist and designer, but have worked for many years on non-figurative projects. I am

focusing on figurative work again, primarily in the game, fantasy and science fiction field. My goal is

to draw entirely from imagination without having to use reference material, and this book by Burne

Hogarth and his Drawing Dynamic Hands are helping me to reach this goal. The illustrations are



very well done with good explanation and many drawings showing the figure in action. The muscles

are heroic in proportion, which helps in identifying them. As an artist, you can choose to emphasize

them or not... but knowing the structure is very important. I have had many life drawing sessions

and have always been taught to "draw what you see", but over the years I have come to the

conclusion that "drawing what you know" is equally important, both for time efficiency and quality of

the finished illustration or painting. I highly recommend this book for any artist that is serious about

drawing the human figure in action.

For over 20 years I saw this book on store shelves and it didn't resonate with me. I think I was

intimidated by it. In the past year, though, I saw reviews of other books where the reviewers kept

referring to and comparing to the books of Hogarth. Then I came across his entire series of books in

my local library and took a deeper look at "Dynamic Anatomy" and "Dynamic Figure Drawing". What

I didn't realize until actually reading these books is that Hogarth makes sure you understand not

only the anatomy, but every defining subtle detail of the human figure that is normally taken for

granted and not consciously identified. Moreover, he draws and describes each part in three

dimensional shapes and uses metaphorical descriptions that can't be forgotten. The man was

genius for not only being able to see things the way he did, but more so for being able to articulate it

to others as well as he did.Best of all, in combination with "Dynamic Figure Drawing", he teaches us

how to build a person in any pose in your mind and then render and sculpt that form in three

dimensions on paper (or screen) without any need to reference anything. Don't try to do it with

"Dynamic Figure Drawing" alone. I started with that book and couldn't wait to jump into "Dynamic

Anatomy" to get a better understanding of the fundamentals.The books are so good (and

affordable), that even though I could have easily continued to check them out from the library, I

purchased them to have the ultimate reference on hand at all times. They're a must for anyone

rendering the human form.

thanks a lot to the reviewer that wrote "...The original version, '90 printing, is ISBN 0823015513, 232

" It is THE book.A piece of art. If you are a beginner and you need colors and all that sugary post

production to be motivated to draw, forget it. This book is art in itself. I first saw this book on an

Italian edition on my father's library circa 1979-95. This one is even better. If you simply repeat the

models that are in there to do your own versions of the images, I can almost guarantee that you will

feel that your gaze has changed when you look at people. Yes, his anatomy responds to a sort of

graphic methodology, call it, a bit codified.. It has to be. Just don't get dependent on the aesthetic



code implied in it and use the tool instead of you being used by it.The cover for this book looks far

better than the online image (the one I am talking about can only be found used) the blue

background and bright orange lettering works well and on the picture I saw online I was very

disappointed, and bought it in spite of that. ... In real life.... The blue is not flat but calmly pearled,

and the lettering is also far more subdued than the saturated image you see online. That is the only

detail. It's great.

This book is not for beginners, however it should be in every beginner's library - as something to

aspire to.It can be a little overwhelming at first, but the lessons and tools that Hogarth provides are

so brilliant and ingenious, it's practically like a roadmap to drawing accurately proportioned

figures.And to the detractors who say that Hogarth is instructing them to draw grotesque,

hyper-muscled bodies -- that is most certainly not the case. He explicitly details the layout of the

human figure in order to show how an artist constructs a figure. By understanding how and where

the muscles go together, he shows how to draw the human figure in near perfect proportion without

the aid of a model.In this book the musculature is exaggerated only for the purpose of clarity and

instruction, but Hogarth doesn't demand that the reader draw this way. It's merely a tool for

understanding.** Update 2yrs later: I had previously given this 5-Stars. But after spending much

more time with the book -- I must change that to 4-stars, with an explanation:While the book does

have numerous, amazing gems, you must first plod through endless pages of ridiculously

overwritten passages, full of unhelpful (for most people) medical jargon.It's still a valuable tool, for

an experienced artist, but I believe it would only hinder and frustrate most beginners. (Unless they

happened to also be in Medical School.)You can find nearly all of the best tips in Hogarth's more

accessible 'Dynamic Figure Drawing,' which I would recommend instead.
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